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A Clinical Support for Autistic Infant
─ Through the Mutual Engagement using the Body between the Child and Assistant Person─
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（Fig. 3）。III期になると、さらにパターン Cと Dが










A : C : B, D＝3 : 2 : 1 になるが、II 期になると、


















































































時期 パターン A パターン B パターン C パターン D パターン E 計
Baseline  9  3  4  3  2  21
I 32 13 21 11  2  79
II 17  7 13 15  6  58
III　 10  4 13 13  6  46
計 68 27 51 42 16 204
Table 4　場面ごとのエピソードの数比較
時期 家 幼稚園 外 計
Baseline  18  2  1  21
I  47 24  8  79
II  25 26  7  58
III  17 16 13  46
計 107 68 29 204
































































































































る（Tomasello, 1999 ; Fogel, 2008 ; Reed, 1995 ; Stern, 
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Summary
　The author has really felt the significance of support not only with a child with a handicap but also with his/her mother or 
parents through giving therapy or counseling at the time of before entering school.　One of the purposes in this paper was to 
clear the characteristics of improving the process communication of an autistic infant through mutual engagement using the 
body between the child and the therapist.　Another purpose was to consider the modification process of the relationship 
between the child and mother or people who are close to him.　The participants in this report were an autistic boy （3 years 
old） and his mother. He had persistent and impulsive behaviors.　It was difficult for him to take part in small group activities.　
His mother also felt difficulty to have a reciprocal relationship and wished to have positive outlook about his growth as an adult.　
So the author proposed that she focus on the mutual engagement with body through therapy （Dousa-hou）, and to observe 
reciprocal relationship between him and the therapist （author）.　For one year and a half, the therapy was applied （41times） 
and three developmental tests were given to catch his change in daily life.　The mother’s reports about at home, kindergarten, 
and else, the change of his behavior in therapy and results of tests were analyzed.　The results are follows ; first, his way to 
communicate with surrounding people changed quantitatively and qualitatively in his daily life.　Second, the relationship 
between him and the therapist improved through mutual engagement using the body.　And third, the change of his develop-
ment before entering school was bigger than being at school, and his mother’s viewpoint about assistance became concrete.　
According to the results, the author considered the relevance between developmental linkage and integrative viewpoint in 
child development with a handicapped （individual） and the family relationship.
